
The list below is a working document, meaning it is reviewed and updated annually following the

guidelines outlined in the Oklahoma Academic Standards.  All books on this list have been reviewed for

use by the EPS ELA Lit Review Committee.  The review notes below reflect the opinions of the review

committees. All summaries are from professional sources expressing objective reviews.

Grade 7 English
The Giver by Lois Lowery

Use: Whole Class Read

Summary:  Lois Lowry's The Giver is a thoughtful and original novel that examines a flawed utopian

society. In the world of the book, a "Receiver" holds all of the community's memories connected with

pain, love, and desire so that no other people experience those feelings. The Giver is the first of a

four-volume series, and it won the 1994 Newbery Medal. Lowry adapted it for an excellent graphic novel

in 2019, and it was made into a 2014 film. The novel has a few disturbing scenes, such as when Jonas

experiences the suffering of a wounded soldier, and when he learns that his community euthanizes

unwanted people. There are also mild references to sexual desire ("stirrings"). The Giver is an excellent

and thought-provoking example of a dystopian novel, and it is often assigned in fifth grade or middle

school English classes. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●An engaging and well liked text

●Rich use of language, imagery, and symbolism

●Supports students in critical analysis of text

●Supports students in learning close-reading and annotation skills

●Aids students in important discussions about utopian & dystopian societies

●Encourages students to think about individuality and emotional growth

Alternate Text: The Uglies by Scott Westerfield

7th Grade Literacy
A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park

Use: Whole Class Read or Lit Circles

Summary: A Long Walk to Water by Newbery Medal-winning author Linda Sue Park (A Single Shard)

blends fact and fiction to tell a story of the civil war in Sudan (1983–2005), in which more than20,000

so-called Lost Boys became displaced and/or orphaned. There are bombings, burnings, and people with

guns and machetes. Protagonist Salva, who's 11 when his story begins in 1995, knows that sometimes

boys are forced to fight. Walking from his village to a refugee camp, he suffers greatly from thirst and

hunger. His friend is eaten by a lion, he sees people who have died from dehydration in the desert, and

he watches his uncle get shot to death. A boy is shot and another is killed by a crocodile after refugees

are forced in the water by soldiers -- 1,000 refugees die that day. Readers will learn through the

alternating story of Nya, an 11-year-old Sudanese girl in 2008, about people trying to solve problems in

that country after the civil war, some with nonprofits that come to build wells in villages, and they learn

how fresh water can lead to schools, markets, and more. This is a strong literary selection in that young



people will learn about the history of Sudan, including what happened to many children during a civil

war that took place from the 1980s to the 2000s. They also will learn about people who are trying to

solve problems there, including nonprofits that come to build wells in villages (and how fresh water can

lead to schools, markets, and more). There is a strong message about working on problems piece by

piece. This selection offers students the opportunity to view life through a vastly different perspective.

Salva adds an endnote, telling readers in his own words, "Stay calm when things are hard or not going

right with you. You will get through it when you persevere instead of quitting." * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Provides students with unfamiliar global perspectives and experiences

●Use of dual narrative structure

●Contextualizes history/current events through learning about 2nd Sudanese Civil War

●Positive messages of surviving dire situations

●Aids in understanding the benefit of helping others

Alternate Text: When Stars are Scattered by Victoria Jamieson

Full Tilt by Neal Shusterman
Use: Whole Class Read or Independent Read

Summary: Sixteen-year-old Blake has always been the responsible one in his dysfunctional family — the

one who drives safely, gets good grades, and looks after his wild younger brother, Quinn. Quinn is his

brother’s opposite — a thrill-seeker who’s always chasing the next scary rush, no matter what the cost.

But Quinn and Blake are in for the surprise of their lives when they’re thrust into the world of a bizarre

phantom carnival — and their souls are the price of admission. In order to save his brother, and himself,

Blake must survive seven different carnival rides before dawn. Seven rides…it sounds easy. But each ride

is full of unexpected dangers, because each ride is a reflection of one of Blake’s deepest fears. And the

last ride is the worst one of all. Because that’s the one that confronts Blake with a terrifying secret from

his past — a secret he’s been running from for years. Full of roller-coaster twists and turns, Neal

Shusterman’s latest page-turner is an Orpheus-like adventure into one boy’s psyche. * Storyman.com

Review Notes:

●Engaging & relatable style and storyline

●Literary use of symbolism and suspense

●Positive messages about overcoming obstacles, adversity, and fears

●Delves into complex nature of sibling & family relationships

Alternate Text: Restart by Gordon Korman

Piecing Me Together by Renee Watson
Use: Whole Class Read or Lit Circles

Summary: Renée Watson's Piecing Me Together won the2018 Coretta Scott King Author Award and was

named a 2018 Newbery Honor Book. It's the story of a 16-year-old high-achieving African American high

school student on scholarship at an exclusive, mostly white Portland, Oregon, private school, who gets



help from a mentor and defies stereotypes. The novel deals with issues of identity, self-image, race and

gender bias, privilege, and the power of art. Parents should be prepared to answer questions about

police brutality, socioeconomic differences, stereotypes, and learning about yourself. * Common Sense

Media

Review Notes:

●Well-crafted plot development, vivid development of characters, robust figurative language and

wordcraft.

●Text offers connections to poetry, art, and Spanish

●Offers students a diverse perspective

●Addresses timely & timeless themes such as self-acceptance, belonging, speaking up, and what it

means to be a friend.

●Includes references to police brutality, socioeconomic differences, and stereotypes

Alternate Text: Wolf Hollow by Lauren Wolk

Harbor Me by Jacqueline Woodson
Use: Whole Class Read or Lit Circles (Preferred Use)

Summary: In sixth grade, Haley is part of a special class of six kids that include Holly, Esteban, Amari,

Tiago, and Ashton. On the first Friday of the school year, Ms. Laverne tells them to grab their books and

follow her. She leads them to what used to be the art room and gives them some simple directions. They

are supposed to sit in a circle and talk. The students are confused at first. What are they supposed to talk

about? Ms. Laverne assures them they can talk about whatever they want to and need to. The next

Friday, Haley comes in with a recorder, telling her friends it's so that they won't forget each other.

Through the "recordings," readers get to know each of the six classmates through their own words. Each

character reveals the difficult things they're balancing in their lives, whether it's an incarcerated parent,

a dead parent, a family split apart by immigration policies, a father who lost his job, or their daily

struggles with racism and micro-aggressions. Woodson's spare, lyrical, and evocative prose carries the

story seamlessly, weaving in themes of justice and family, friendship and courage. * School Library

Journal

Review Notes:

●Text is appropriate for maturity levels

●Realistic and relatable

●Great themes about developing trust, finding one’s inner voice, and making assumptions about others

●Supports students in analyzing poetic language

●Highlights the importance of healthy friendships

Alternate Text: The One and Only Ivan by Katherine Applegate



Wild Bird by Wendelin Van Draanen
Use: Whole Class Read or Lit Circles (Preferred Use)

Summary: Fourteen-year-old Wren Clemmens is awakened by cops at 3:47 a.m. and forcibly delivered to

a wilderness therapy program in the southern Utah desert. It's no surprise that she is filled with anger,

bitterness, and resentment-at her parents, her tattle-tale older sister, and the world. Wren had become

caught in a downward spiral of drinking, drug abuse, and shoplifting, and her parents found themselves

without other options. Now Wren is forced to confront the unforgiving elements and the stark results of

her actions. Gradually, however, she lets down her defenses and learns who she wants to be. This is a

strikingly raw and emotional story about making poor choices, facing the agonizing consequences, and

ultimately experiencing the joy of getting a second chance. This first-person narrative perfectly captures

Wren's cynical yet vulnerable teen voice. The protagonist's transformation is slow but realistic.

Flashbacks flow naturally through the book, eventually revealing how Wren arrived at this point. The

author deals with some heavy issues but never crosses the line into sensationalism. * School Library

Journal

Review Notes:

●Supports students in understanding how choices have consequences and the danger of peer pressure;

the journey of taking responsibility for one’s actions

●Shows students that everyone has the ability to change their circumstances, thinking, and behavior

●A survival story with a female protagonist

●Narrative presented in flashback

●Strong character development

●Highlights the importance of processing feelings and emotions; healthy coping mechanisms

Alternate: Beyond the Bright Sea by Lauren Wolk

Hero by S.L. Rottman
Use: Whole Class Read or Lit Circles (Preferred Use)

Summary: This earnest first novel tackles a topical subject--the emotional effects of child abuse and

abandonment--and gives readers both a realistic picture of the damage done and reason to hope.

Hot-headed, confused, and fiercely defensive, 15-year-old Sean is easily drawn into fights at school and

then tangles with the law. What he is not telling anyone is that his alcoholic mother has been taking out

her frustrations on him, physically as well as emotionally. Sean is sentenced to community service at a

horse farm. Under Mr. Hassler's steady hand, the boy experiences, and sometimes resists, the structure

and guidance for which he has hungered. When he assists at the birth of a foal that bonds with him,

Sean discovers the rewards of attachment and trust, as well as the responsibility of caring for a young

creature. However, patterns of distrust, violence, and isolation cannot be overcome in one week of

community service. Sean is tested, fails, and emerges to try again, all the while gaining a sense of

personal responsibility for his future. In places the plot is contrived; the foal is rejected by its mother,

providing an oh-so-obvious substitute on which Sean vents his rage. Also, a concerned teacher keeps

showing up at all the right moments to cheer the young man on. Nonetheless, Rottman avoids the

expected ending. Through Sean, she gives readers a convincing and difficult protagonist and a fresh

perspective on what it means to be a hero. * School Library Journal



Review Notes:

●The main character is realistic and relatable

●Aids students in discussing the importance of trust

●Strong uses of literary elements such as symbolism, metaphor, and figurative language ●Contextualizes

WWII period

●Lessons about self-worth, intrinsic motivation, and overcoming difficult situations

●Carries the message that life is valuable and should be treated as such

Alternate Text: Sunny by Jason Reynolds


